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Low Noise Audio Input Stage Ionising Smoke Detector
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For low noise, low impedance amplifier
applications such as moving coil input
stages for hi-fi pre-amplifiers, and
professional microphone buffer stages,
i t  is  essent ia l  to  minimise noise
generated by resistive components
within the input loop. This is sometimes
effected by using a parallel arrangement
of  devices or using large power
transistors, both methods being valid
ways in which the effective base
resistance (rbb’) seen by the circuit can
be reduced. However, superior and
reproducible results can be realised by
employing the Zetex range of medium
power devices.

This is due to the base resistance
presented being much lower than with
small signal devices. The absolute value
of rbb’ is difficult to define as it is
extremely bias dependent,  but is
typically a few ohms. For comparative
purposes, the noise factor produced by
a ZTX650 transistor is 0.25dB compared

with typically 2dB for a small signal type,
at the industry standard test condition of
1 kHz, 5V, 200µA, and Rs = 2kΩ.

In the example circuit given, which is
essent ial ly a  discrete  component
realisation of an op-amp, R1 effectively
sets the input impedance, (cartridge
manufacturers provide optimum load
resistance values), while R3/R2 set the
gain .  Some opt imisat ion may be
achieved, dependant on application, by
operating the input pair at seemingly
high currents, (typically 10-40mA),
thereby reducing the effects of emitter
resistance. Current sources for the
differential pair’s tail current and the
PNP’s  co l lector current  could be
replaced with current sources, similarly
active loads for the diff’ amp are also an
option. Variations on the simple design
shown are capable of yielding figures of
better  than -180dBv/Hz noise
contribution per device.
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Smoke particles entering an ionising
detection chamber generate signals of
only a few pico-amperes. This signal
must be buffered by a high input
impedance amplifier, normally requiring
an expensive low leakage J-FET.

The leakage current through the high
integrity silicon-oxide gate of the Zetex
BSS138 is negligible, hence the buffer
circuit shown is ideal for this application.
Two MOSFET’s have been used, coupled

to produce a Schmitt-Trigger action.
This eliminates unwanted current drain
produced by many CMOS IC’s when
their  inputs are al lowed to settle
mid-supply. This circuit can also be used
in signal conditioning circuits for battery
operated CMOS microcontrollers.
Suitable  for  operat ion over the
temperature range of -40°C to +75°C the
circuit consumes only 0.65µA (excluding
the sounder), thus giving a battery life
limited only by internal battery leakage.




